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NOTIFICATION
I

Sub: Promotion Policy for Re-structuring ofexisting posts in C & D in IKGPTU.

I

The Board of Governors in its 52id meeting held on 20,03,2014 has approved the following
promotion policy for Re-structuring of existing posts in C&D in I.K Gujral Punjab Technical
Universitv:For p.omotion to the next higher post, the minimum bench mark will be 'Good' in
Annual confidential Reports and there shall be no super cession on the basis of

merit.
To remove the gap between different channels and ladders in the same cadre, employees
who worked on time scale should be pfomoted as per eligibility cfiteria mentioned as
follows:Pay Scale
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(ii) For promotion to the skilled & Technical categories such as Drivers, Technical/Sr. Technical
Assistant, Programmers, Junior Engineer etc., the promotion criteria shall be the same as adopted in

the table above for Ministerial & Supporting staff with respect to time scale promotions and next
scale as applicable and notified by State Go\,t. from time to time.

(iii) Seniority shall not be the only cdteria for promotion. Suitability, merit and efficiency also will be
the determining factors in the matter of promotion.

(iv) An incumbent may be promoted to the next higher post as temporary charge without
confirmation on the higher post subject availability of position on seniority cum merit basis and his
salary may be charged against the said higher vacant post till the time he fulfills the minimum time
period/qualification and other eligibil;ty criteria for that position.

(v) There shall tle provision for qualifying test in Punjabi/English Type Writing on computer which
should be equal to the one prescribed by the University and it should be made essential to pass the

test before an employees is considered eligible for promotion to the post of Clerk. The test may be

held by the appointing authority or any such authority to whom the posers for doing so are
delegated by the appointing duthority.

Policies

of the State

Government regarding reservation

of

vacancies

for

Scheduled Castes,

Scheduled Tribes, Backward Classes and any other specified categories shall apply to posts, filled by

direct recruitment and by promotion, where applicable as per the then Go\,t. rules.

(vi) Notwithstanding the method of recruitment laid down in the Schedule, the appointing authoity
may, decide that a vacancy be filled otherwise than in accordance with these regulations, e,g. by
appoantment of a borrowed employees on such terms and conditions as may be agreed to between

the lending authority and the Punjab Technical University.
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